Change Your Brain, Change Your Wealth
May 15, 2012
Dallas / Fort Worth, TX ( RPRN) 05/15/12 —
Many of the world's most successfully
driven business owners understand the
importance of staying mentally sharp. Can
nutrition play a role in success? We believe
it does. You will soon discover that you can
build your own mental capacity and find
success by first ingesting nutritional brain
supplements.
These supplements, which vary from ginkgo
biloba and omega 3-5-6-7-9 complex to
apoaequorin (such as Prevagen) and
acetyl-L-carnitine (such as Neuro One), help
you think more clearly, feel increasingly
energized and have greater creativity and
critical thinking abilities. The ingesting of mind-boosting supplements represents a new and
innovative approach to help business owners build wealth and create the highest and best lifestyle
solutions experience possible.
"The secret to success begins with increasing your mental abilities, and the best way to do this is to
fully take advantage of the wide selection of outstanding brain supplements through your loyal
retailers, suppliers, and manufacturers," said social capital advisor to advocates of small business
owners, minority business owners, veterans business owners, women business owners and family
business owners, Mr Davine Williams. "It's no wonder why some of the world's most successfully
driven business owners are known to take these supplements regularly."
There are a number of books out on this very topic, including "Mind Boosters: A Guide to Natural
Supplements that Enhance Your Mind, Memory & Mood." In this book, author Dr. Ray Sahelian details
15 categories of substances that help combat specific illnesses, as well as supplement programs key
to different age groups. Through both cited experts and the author's own professional experience, the
book describes how business owners can enhance their own mental capacity and have increasing
energy through a consistent and regular supplement routine.
Another book, "The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a
Richer Life," by David Krueger, M.D at www.mentorpath.com, amazingly entertains and gracefully
introduces the psychology of mind mapping and chartering of accounts, the actual insight into how
your brain implements the concept of money, the subconscious meanings you give money and the
reasons you continue to make the same money-related behavioral mistakes. The book aims to help
you find a balance between wealth, health and joy.
There's also "Guaranteed Millionaire: Using the Law to Protect Yourself and Make Money," with a free
DVD or you can receive it right now at www.legalees.com. This book focuses more on the practical
side of accumulating and preserving your wealth, including protecting oneself from unfair taxes,
frivolous lawsuits, divorce proceedings, illnesses and accidents.
"There are a lot of self-help books and experts out there who speak to either ingesting mindenhancing supplements or acheiving success in business or life," Mr. Williams said. "My goal and
focus is helping motivated small business owners assemble "1% advisory team" to grow and
monetize their busines."
To learn more about your trusted social capital advisor opportunities, exclusively in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area or your local market, call or dial your immediate connection at 817-489-9964 to have a
working relationship directly with Mr Davine Williams.
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